
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
  

 
 

  

 

 CHANGES BIG AND SMALL: WHAT’S NEEDED IN THE 
FIGHT AGAINST POVERTY 
By Robert Gordon, Director of the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 

First given as a Keynote Address for the Susan B. Meister Child Health Evaluation and Research Center (CHEAR) 

APRIL 2020 

INTRODUCTION 

Jeff Cook, the district manager for the Michigan Department of 
Health & Human Services’ office on Union Street in Flint, Mich-
igan, recently shared with me a note from a caseworker, Trisha 
Kirby. While most of our staff work in offices, Ms. Kirby works 
out of a homeless shelter called My Brother’s Keeper. 

She wrote to Mr. Cook about a client, let’s call him Leonard 
Davis. Mr. Davis came into the office hungry. 

He told her, “I had two jobs, I love to work. One night I was 
walking home from work and the police stopped me. They said 
I needed to walk on the sidewalk and not in the road. I didn’t 
know that I had an old warrant for arrest. They ran my informa-
tion and I went to jail. I lost both of my jobs.” 

Mr. Davis was at the shelter to get a meal and some help. He 
already had health care through MDHHS, and also hoped to get 
food assistance through SNAP (formerly Food Stamps). He’d 
lost his account information, so Ms. Kirby looked him up and 
shared it with him. To get food benefits, though, Ms. Kirby told 
Mr. Davis about the rules regarding assets—what someone 
can have in a bank account or other savings. Mr. Davis reported 
that he had a bank account with the minimum to keep it open, 
around $5. But the rules meant that Ms. Kirby needed proof, 
and so she asked him to come back with an account statement. 

Unlike many of our clients, Mr. Davis came back in 45 minutes 
with his bank statement. He had a balance of $5.57. Now that she 
had that, Ms. Kirby signed him up for benefits, and she referred 
him to MichiganWorks!, our state’s workforce agency, for help 
finding a new job. “You are a godsend!” Mr. Davis told her. Then 
he left. He and Ms. Kirby have kept in touch, and last we heard, 
he was headed to orientation for a new job that pays $16 an hour. 

End of story. 

Let’s be honest. This is not a story of transformation. It is not 
about “big structural change.” It falls well short of what many 
hope for America’s future: Medicare for All, Universal Basic 
Income, guaranteed jobs. Even so, this story is also about fun-
damental goods: how two human beings connected; how one 
enabled the other to find food and employment; how govern-
ment, so often maligned, made the world better. 

We need more of these kinds of stories. Along with those 
important conversations about big transformational changes, 
we need to ask—in a divided state, in a divided nation, how can 
we reform government now to be more effective in honoring 
human dignity and meeting basic human needs? 

Today in Michigan, we’re working to answer that question. We 
are answering it based on three principles: 

POLICY: OFFER INDIVIDUALS IN POVERTY MORE RESOURCES.

PROCESS: REDUCE THE TIME WE TAKE FROM POOR FAMILIES AND THE STRESS
WE IMPOSE ON THEM.

PEOPLE: TREAT THE INDIVIDUALS WE SERVE AND THE INDIVIDUALS WE EMPLOY 
WITH DIGNITY. 

All of this will sound Hallmark simple. And it is. We have gone 
astray by making things too complicated. If we stay anchored 
in these simple ideas, we can activate a compelling agenda to 
fight poverty. Effective government will be necessary for Wash-
ington to deliver on transformative change. And it will also 
serve us well if that delivery is delayed. 
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POLICY 
About one in seven Michiganders, and one in five Michigan chil-
dren, live in poverty. A far greater fraction fall into the “ALICE” 
population, meaning they struggle to make ends meet. Recent 
estimates find that by the time they reach 5th grade, nearly 8 
percent of our public school students will have experienced a 
spell of homelessness, meaning they are without a fixed and 
stable place to live.1 

MDHHS serves individuals through public assistance, child 
welfare, Medicaid, and public health programs. At the agency 
level, our resources and reach are large: a $25 billion budget, 
14,000 employees, more than 100 offices serving more than two 
million residents each year. Yet the help for any given individual 
is usually modest. For the average family of four receiving food 
assistance through SNAP, the program delivers $500 a month 
for food. That’s $4 per person per day. 

While Michigan has a high SNAP enrollment compared to most 
states, our cash assistance program, the Family Independence 
Program funded by TANF, has shrunken dramatically. In 1996, 
when welfare reform was enacted, there were more than half a 
million enrollees from 178,000 families. By 2012, that number 
was down to 80,000 families. Because of further barriers to aid 
imposed in 2012, today the caseload sits at just 15,000. This 80 
percent decline since 2012 isn’t just because the economy has 
improved either. Michigan has the unfortunate distinction of 
having the nation’s highest rate of denying TANF in the nation. 

There was a time when Americans saw the expansion of pro-
grams like FIP as steps on the path to a Great Society. Then 
came decades of books with titles like Losing Ground and the 
Tragedy of American Compassion.2 They said that offering finan-
cial assistance to poor people discouraged work and broke 
down families. Public assistance programs turned temporary, 
the “T” in TANF, yet also more ambitious, like the “I” in FIP. 
These programs now aimed not only to sustain the poor, but 
also to get them jobs, even get them married. 

In my 20s I proudly worked for President Clinton. And while I 
did not support welfare reform, I believed then, as I do now, in 
the values of hard work, strong families, and strong communi-
ties. I hoped welfare reform would work. 

Nearly three decades later, we can speak to this question with 
evidence. When cash assistance went away, those with the 
strength to climb the ladder did so, and participation in the 
workforce increased. But, as Professor Shaefer has shown, 
those with more profound challenges fell further from the lad-
der because a piece of the safety net was now gone. Extreme 
poverty rose. Studies using administrative data, randomized 
experiments, and those examining the impacts of the loss of 

benefits on direct measures of well-being like housing, home-
lessness, and even food insecurity all conclude that some of 
our very poorest families have suffered since welfare reform. 3 

In terms of our politics, this may sound like a liberal criticism of 
a conservative policy. But if you think about it, welfare reform 
represented ambitious social engineering. To believe that 
imposing conditions on benefits that were never generous to 
begin with would radically improve the lives of the poor, you 
had to have a lot of faith in public policy. 

Recent evidence teaches us to have less confidence in the 
state’s power, and more confidence in the capability of the poor 
to use the resources we give them effectively. Recently, the new 
Nobel Prize winners Esther Duflo and Abhijit Banerjee wrote in 
the New York Times that, “Notwithstanding talk about ‘welfare 
queens,’ 40 years of evidence shows that the poor do not stop 
working when welfare becomes more generous.” 

In fact, there is good evidence that poor families use modest 
resources in ways that advance their well-being across genera-
tions. A recent consensus report by the National Academies of 
Sciences strongly supports the conclusion that income support 
to families with children in poverty has positive impacts on 
child and family well-being.4 My favorite research here focuses 
on Food Stamps. When the program began in the 1960s, it was 
rolled out at different times in different counties. Researchers 
have studied the impacts with advanced statistical methods. 
Children who received Food Stamps had a lower incidence of 
high blood pressure, obesity, and diabetes decades later, as 
adults. The girls were 18 percentage points likelier to graduate 
high school. Just from getting Food Stamps as kids!5 

The lessons here are simple but powerful. People with low 
incomes have a lot of challenges. Among those challenges is 
that they do not have enough money. By helping families access 
modest resources, we can help them lead better lives. 

This insight—simple as it is—drives a major part of our policy 
agenda. Frankly it’s the easiest part. For years Michigan has 
tightened access to programs aimed at helping low-income 
families. We’re taking a different approach, making our pro-
grams more valuable and accessible to people in need. Here 
are just a few examples. 

CHILD SUPPORT PASS-THROUGH 

You may have heard about the budget battle between Governor 
Whitmer and the leadership of our State Legislature. Some 
were upset with her for using an entity called the State Admin-
istrative Board to move money around the administration. One 
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place she moved money was to what’s called a “pass-through” 
of child support to custodial parents receiving public assis-
tance. Under the old policy in Michigan, if a child support payer 
made a payment for their child in a family receiving cash assis-
tance, the government usually kept that money, and the cus-
todial parent got nothing. But about half of all states allow as 
much as $200 per payment to go directly to the parent receiv-
ing support. Research shows that a child support pass-through 
increases compliance with the child support system, and 
incentivizes fathers to work. Non-custodial parents are more 
likely to pay if they know the dollars are going to their families.6 

In fact, one study showed that, after the implementation of a 
pass-through in DC, households receiving TANF who had a 

“current support order paid 5.6% more child support and were 
1.8 percentage points more likely to pay any child support.” 
These effects grew over time, to 10.8% more child support and 
3.2 percentage points more likely to pay.7 Because of Governor 
Whitmer’s action, and with the leadership of our chief deputy 
for opportunity and long-time child support chief Erin Frisch, 
Michigan now has a pass-through too. In addition to helping 
parents who are extremely poor, the policy encourages child 
support payments and may help sustain family relationships. 
We estimate this will lead to $2.5 million more in the pockets of 
families living well below the poverty line.8 

ASSET TESTS 

Many states have moved away from stringent asset tests on 
public benefits because they create red tape and discourage 
low-income families from saving9. Additionally, asset limits 
often increase administrative costs because families cycle on 
and off benefit programs as their assets cross over the eligibility 
threshold, triggering additional re-applications when this oc-
curs.10 When States eliminate asset tests on public benefits, they 
encourage saving and economic independence; enhance access 
to education, training, and jobs; and lower administrative costs.11 

In the SNAP program, 34 states now take advantage of flexi-
bility to have no asset test at all.12 Among the states remaining, 
Michigan’s asset test of $5,000 was among the most stringent. 
In addition to what happened to Mr. Davis, our asset test meant 
that a waitress who saved $25 a week for years and then was 
laid off would need to spend down what she had saved before 
she could get help. 

When Governor Whitmer took office, Michigan policies dictated 
that in order to get help with a high heating bill, a family had to 
spend down to just $50 in the bank. This meant that if a parent 
had just lost a job and had no income, had a $100 bill, and had 
$150 in the bank, the state would offer no help. We would say, 
you need to use that $150 to pay the energy bill—even if you 
also need that money to pay for food or a broken window or a 
child’s winter coat. 

Michigan is still bound by law to have an asset test, but under 
Governor Whitmer, we have said that across food, cash, and 
emergency assistance, there will be one asset limit, and it will 
be $15,000. For families currently required to spend into desti-
tution, that means relief. 

PROCESS 
There is another critical aspect of the asset test change. Cur-
rently, Michigan requires families not only to report their asset 
levels, but also to share evidence of them, like bank state-
ments. That’s why Mr. Davis had to go dig up his bank state-
ment. Under the new rule, we changed that. We let people like 
Mr. Davis “self-attest.” That means unless there’s some reason 
to suspect error or fraud, we take their word for it. 

In my prior life as a policy wonk, I would have regarded this 
kind of change as uninteresting plumbing—as though opera-
tions was less important than policy. But the shift to self-attes-
tation is probably more important to families than the change 
in asset limits. 

Thus our second principle: simplifying our processes and 
making life easier for members of the public and caseworkers 
alike. Too often, our rules have been designed to minimize audit 
findings; to keep out every last person deemed undeserving; 
and, sometimes, to optimize the good policy ideas of a good 
policy wonk, someone like me. As a result, Michigan has made 
it exceptionally complicated for people to get the benefits 
they’re entitled to. 

To return to the asset test: Even under the old test, what were 
the chances that a jobless man in a homeless shelter had 
$3,000 in the bank? They were not high. The average SNAP 
recipient has assets under $1,000. Most people were not any-
where near the asset limit even under the old rules. Even so, 
we sent people like Mr. Davis away to get their bank statements. 
While he brought back his statement, many people didn’t or 
couldn’t. They did not receive the assistance they needed. 

It is hard being poor, and government should not make it harder. 
Yet too often we do. Added document requirements that might 
not burden a middle-class person can become debilitating for 
someone struggling with poverty. If someone lives in Metro 
Detroit and takes two buses to get to our offices and then we 
send them away, they may not come back. The same is true 
for a person in the Upper Peninsula driving a car that is barely 
hanging together. If I am driven mad by my Comcast bill and 
I bark at my assistant, I get away with it. If a person working 
the night shift at McDonald’s is driven mad by our verification 
requirements and she barks at her boss, that can be the end of 
her job, and then everything can spiral downward. 

https://costs.11
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When a state reduces documentation requirements, there is a 
legitimate concern about fraud. If people can self-attest, what’s 
to stop a millionaire from getting SNAP? Now, the truth is that 
the vast majority of millionaires do not want SNAP. But it has 
been reported that we ended up with a tight asset test in Mich-
igan because somebody showed up in one of our parking lots 
driving a Hummer.13 

Affluent individuals should not get means-tested public as-
sistance. It is wrong when they do. But we can do better than 
punishing honest Michiganders for the Hummer in the parking 
lot. We can use information sent us from the IRS to identify 
individuals with significant capital income. We can use our own 
analytics to flag problematic cases—those with histories of 
errors, or unusual changes in conditions—without imposing 

EXHIBIT A 1 

burdens on everyone. Governor Whitmer has advocated, and 
the legislature has provided, added funding for our Inspector 
General to fight fraud and abuse. Targeted approaches, with 
serious sanctions and punishments for intentional wrongdoing, 
make more sense than blanket documentation requirements. 
Often they are far more effective too.14 

Needless complexity challenges not only the public, but also 
our staff. Under the old rule, when our staff collected a bank 
statement showing a balance of $5.57, they had to step through 
a series of screens in our benefits processing system. (See 
exhibit A.) By moving to self-attestation and a higher limit, we 
were able to stop asking for all that information in most cases. 
(See exhibit B.) 

https://Hummer.13
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EXHIBIT A 2 

A simpler form will help us speed up our processing. We 
generally hold ourselves accountable for delivering benefits 
within 30 days. Even so, we still miss the deadline in about 5% 
of cases. Many people know the anxiety of waiting for a college 
acceptance or a mortgage approval. Think how much greater 
the anxiety, and the potential for harm, when someone is wait-
ing for benefits to put food on the table. We should let people 
know as quickly as possible about their benefits decisions. A 
caseworker in Saginaw, Karl Hipaaka told me he spends about 
a quarter of his time on the asset tests screen. This change 
enables him to do his work more quickly. 

There is so much more we can do to simplify. The last ad-
ministration showed great leadership in simplifying business 
processes. My predecessor Nick Lyon, and our head of pub-
lic assistance programs, Terry Beurer, brought significant 
change. Unlike in many states, Michigan has an online portal, 
the MiBridges system I mentioned, where a person can apply 
for benefits and get referrals for services they need. It’s a good 
system, with a nice interface. Michigan also formerly had the 
longest public assistance application in the nation, 42 pages. 
Because of a partnership with the Detroit nonprofit Civilla, we 
cut that application down to 18 pages. 
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EXHIBIT A 3 

Building on that work, Civilla is now nearly done working with 
us to revise the next most used set of forms: our forms for 
benefits renewals. Some hot-off-the-presses results from the 
pilot: with the simplified forms—just with a change in forms, 
nothing else—the share of people applying for renewals rose 
by 9 percentage points; the share of on-time resubmissions 
rose by 20 points; the share of renewal forms that were com-
plete rose by 23 points; the percentage of errors dropped by 60 
percent; and the percentage of visits to our lobbies dropped by 
50 percent. Even as the number of renewal filings increased, 
the success rate on renewals rose by 8 points. 

To make it real, those numbers, when scaled, should translate 
into thousands more people keeping their health care or food 
assistance, and thousands fewer hours filling out forms or 
traveling to our offices. 

Something less tangible about simplification is the way it 
honors the dignity of the individuals we serve. To do their work 
right, Civilla spent thousands of hours with residents and our 
staff. Here’s what people told them about the old forms: 

I DON’T EVEN READ THESE LETTERS ANYMORE.” 
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* Has Vehicle been transferre<I? 

• Is Vehlcle joinlly owned? 
* Does lhe individual have 
possession of the vehicle? [sdJ! 

Amount Owe d : = $ 1700_0 In E 

EXHIBIT A-4 

IT FEELS LIKE I’M GETTING CUT OFF EVERY OTHER TIME. 
ALL OF A SUDDEN THE BENEFITS GET TURNED BACK ON, 
AND THE NEXT MINUTE I’M STARTING OVER.” 

WHAT DO YOU WANT FROM ME? THERE’S SO MUCH HERE 
THAT ISN’T ABOUT ME.” 

Quotes again with the new form. 

SIMPLE. QUICK. EASY TO DO. NOT WASTING MY TIME.” 

I LIKE THIS FORM. IT’S BOLD, MODERN AND STRAIGHT 
TO THE POINT.” 

The last quotation features the client as design critic. As well 
they should be. Most of us care about how things look. Govern-
ment should also care about how things look for the people we 
serve. Good design is one way we treat people as equals. 

Replicating Civilla’s work in other domains is tough, but we’re 
working on it. Governor Whitmer opposes the work require-
ments in Medicaid, but we are forced by law to implement 
them. Our goal, while following the law, is to minimize coverage 
losses. We know that individuals often fail to comply with work 
requirements simply because they don’t know what they’re 
supposed to do. Historically, most of our letters looked like this 
exhibit C. Now we’re working with the Maximus Center for 
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Liquid Auel Visited 82 of 157 Pages 

Questions - Liquid Asset ®@ @@ @ @@@@) 

Case Name: case #: case Action: case cnange case Status: 

Liquid Asset Questions• FAP I SER I Cash Programs Only 

• Circumstances start I Change r,;;;;;- i;;;;---~ 
Date: I'"'" I"" 

End Date [wi, po- jmy 1M 

Reported On-

• Does the total of the reported countable liquid assets exceed S15,000 
(Cash/FAP/SER Programs)? 

Does this FAP group meet exped~ed FAP criteria? 

• Is the attestation questionable or do the assets require additional action I NO 
(Cash/FAP/SER Programs)? 

• Comments; 

..., 

EXHIBIT B 

Health Literacy to use a human-centered design on our notices. 
You can see what they look like now in exhibit D. Advocates 
report it is the nicest letter they have ever seen from MDHHS. 
Beyond the commentary, residents responded at higher rates 
than we expected. So this letter for some people will be the 
difference between keeping and losing their health care. 

We can do more to let people know what programs they’re 
eligible for and encourage them to apply. There are big gaps. 
For example, our data show that 54% of children under six who 
receive food assistance under SNAP are not enrolled in WIC, 
even though they are automatically eligible. Even in our SNAP 
program, where Michigan performs well at enrolling eligible 
families, more than 25,000 working poor individuals are eligi-
ble remain unenrolled. 

Working with expert partners like Ideas42 and Benefits Data 
Trust, we plan a dedicated enrollment effort, to better understand 
why those we serve do and do not apply for benefits. The places 
where people meet or hear about our services are varied—in the 
doctor’s office, through an afterschool program, in a church or 
in a shelter. We must get to all those places. We will work with 
community partners to understand how our work is lived. 

PEOPLE 
In all of our work, we will not fully succeed unless we fully 
engage our staff. 

The first reason is that those closest to the work most often 
have the answers. If I want to know the specifics of our public 
assistance policies—what’s the rule and how it’s really imple-
mented, say, pertaining to income from a significant other in-or-
out of the house—the person who best knows the answer won’t 
be on my senior leadership team. It’s not going to be a professor. 
It will be someone who works in the field. They understand the 
difference between policy as written and policy as it’s lived. 

Over the past several months, we launched a project called 
“Simple Gifts,” in which we asked field staff to come forward 
with ideas around how to simplify our eligibility processes. We 
received 331 ideas from staff across our state. We can’t im-
plement every good one—but over time we will take on 30, and 
they will make our work better. The process has also told our 
staff what we know to be true—their voices matter. 

When our staff are fully engaged, when they believe in their 
work, they are public servants in the deepest sense of the word. 
But over the years, they have been told that their work often 
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StartingJanu.ary 1,. 20,20,, Michigan law requires some peop e with BH.EALTHY 
MICHIGAN 

L A N 

Medicaid health cam ,cov,erage through the• Healthy Michigan Plan (HMIP) to 
wo:rk o:r do other activities, I ike job search, for at least 80 hours each month. 

llfi:hey do not meetth"s reqiuiirement, HMP members may lose cov,er;age. 

Do you need to report? 
The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (M DHHS) w ill send 
you informat ion about work requirements. You wi ll get a letter if MDHHS 

has information t hat you are exempt (excused). If you are exempt, you wi ll not 
have t o tel l M DHHS each month about work or activities to keep your HMP 
coverage. If you do not get a letter saying t hat you are exempt (excused), you 

w il l need to report work or activities each month. 

Don't lose 
youir hea!~h care 

coverage 

You must report work or other activities if you: 
• Are between ages 19 and 62 

• Have Medicaid health care coverage through the Healthy Michigan Plan 

• Don'ilr have a reason to be exempt (excused) from the new requirements 

You a re exempt (excused) from reporting if you: 
1• Are pregnant or were pregnant within the 

last 2 months 

• Are the main caretaker for a family member 
under6 

• Are a fu'I hmime student 

• Are under age 21 and were in Michigan 
foste:rcare 

1• Have been i 11 prison or j~il l'n the· last 6 months 

1• Are medically frail, such as beingdisabledl, 
lirving in a nursing home~ or having a complex 
medical oondiirtion-'this includes people 
who are home~ess and survivors. of do:mestic 
violence 

• Have good ca.use~ su:ch as having a serious 
illlness or being hospitalized 

• Get State of Mich iigan unemployment 
benefits 

• Get temporary or penmanent 
disabil ity payfllrtents 

• Have a 1medkal condition that 
Hmits work. w irth a note from a 
medical provider 

• Care for a dependent with a disability, with a 
n.otefrom a medical provider 

• Care for a person who cannot make decisions 
for themselves 

• Receive food oir cash assiistance from M DHHS 

To l:earn more about these requirem,ents, 
go to HealthyMichiganPilan.org. 

See the other siid,e for ways to Jeport 
work and ,other adivities or to tell u,s 

about yot1r exem:ptiions. ► 

EXHIBIT D 1 
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Type of work or activities that qualify: 
Unless you are exempt, you must complete 80 hours ofwork or ot her 

actii vities, Ii ke job search, each mont h. You may use any ,combinat ion 
of t hese worlk or other adi vities to meet t he requirement: 

1■ Job or income 

1■ Job search 

1
• St udent 

1
• Jobt ra ining 

• liribal employment program 

• Rehab 1(substance use 
disorder treatment) 

■ Volunteering o:r internship 

• 
Tell us about work or activities or an exemption 
To keep HM P hea Ith ca re coverage, peo'ple who are req1u i'red to work or complete other activi:t ies 
must tel I M [)HHS about tlhei r hours. You a I so must tell M [)HHS about most exelillllptfons (reasons to 

be excused~. You can tel l us in 1 of 3ways: 

[jl 
Online 

If you have ,a M II Br1idiges 

account, use the MI Bridges 
Po'rtal by vi'sitii'ng 

mich ·g n.gov/mibr idges. 

By phone 
Call the HMPWork 

Requirements and 
Exemption ReiPorting ILine at 

1-833-895-435 5 

(TTY 1-866,-501-5 65 6) . 

Beneficiary Help Line 

In pelison 
You can get helptelli'ng us 

about work, activit i'es, or 
exemptions at your local 

M[)HHS offi.ce. 

For q1uestions or problems, or help to t ranslate ca 11 the 

Benefic iary Help Line at 1-800-642-3195 1(TTY 1-866-501-5656). 

Si tiene preguntas o problemas o necesita ,ayuda para traducir, 
llamea la Linea deayudaal beneficia11ioa l l.-800-642-3195 

(N l'.i1nn.ero de TTY 1-866-501-5 65 6) . 

~ ~ I ,4;.t1 ~ o...1&L..,JJ .91 JSl.:....:. u.9..1o- J.l£a jl 0 1..,w.:....~ 

~ 1 ~t.r;JO 1-soo-642-Jl.9'5 f'-9)1 Js. ~J.:M .. LI ,o~L
,. ( 1-,866,-501-5656 

EXHIBIT D 2 
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hurts families rather than helps them. They have been told that 
their main job is to guard against fraud, not to help families in 
need. At an agency that faced indictments because of the Flint 
water crisis, they feel blamed and beaten down. Feelings of 
being disrespected lead to burnout, churn, and public service 
that is less than it should be. 

I try always to lift up the countless everyday stories like Ms. 
Kirby’s. But just as important as my words about honoring the 
dignity of those we serve are DHHS’s actions to honor the dignity 
of the people we employ. That is something the system too sel-
dom does. We force our staff to spend hours each day in clunky 
computer systems that none of us would tolerate for a second in 
our personal lives. Staff trying to get work done find themselves 
brought to a halt by system errors. It can take so long to fix white 
screens, they break open a novel or play cards. When someone 
has to travel for work, we make them front the money and then 
complete an astonishingly painful reimbursement process. 

My colleagues and I spend a lot of time trying to fix systems 
around technology and travel. It is about increasing efficiency 
and lowering processing times, but it is also about telling our 
staff that their experiences matter, just as the experiences of 
our clients matter to me. So just as we stopped demanding 
checking statements from the public, we’ve cut the number of 
receipts we demand from staff to verify their travel. Glad as I 
am that we have changed the rules governing asset tests, it’s 
also essential that we cut the number of errors in our technolo-
gy. Let me be clear: We’re far short of delivering for our staff as 
we should. But we will keep pushing. 

Civilla’s Michael Brennan has a simple formula that describes 
our ambition—that of our staff and our agency: not just to pro-
cess benefits, but also to solve problems. One key may be stay-
ing close to the human beings we serve. Decades ago, when 
caseloads were smaller, personal stories like that of Ms. Kirby 
and Mr. Davis were more common. But as the average number 
of cases per worker has risen, the time per case has dropped. 
Smart uses of technology, like the online application, mean that 
a worker can deliver benefits without ever meeting the person 
she serves. In some counties, the last administration began 
piloting a system that eliminates individual caseloads entirely 
and moves to a shared services model, like when you call an 
airline, where any staffer can serve any client. Implementation 
has fallen short, but even at its best, the approach can mean 
faster processing yet even less meaningful engagement. So the 
personal dimension of our work recedes. 

THERE ARE SEVERAL WAYS WE MIGHT 
BRING IT BACK: 

• Perhaps we can leverage technology to get more of 
our staff out of the office the way that Ms. Kirby is 
out, into community centers, housing courts, and 
domestic violence shelters where life is lived. The last 
administration started down that path effectively with 
a school-based program. We could go further. 

• Even if individuals remain in their offices, we can 
speed up our business processes so workers can 
spend at least a part of their time in individualized 
engagement with the people who most need help. 

• We can also make better use of social media and 
video technology to share moments of inspiration and 
accomplishment in our work. 

Recently I spent a day with our county directors in Mount Pleas-
ant, Michigan. At the end of the day the mood was good. When 
I asked Terry Beurer why, he said they were excited, because I 
was excited. 

In a public sector which is often demonized, part of my job is to 
remind all of u s at MDHHS that our work is among the most im-
portant work that there is. It is not from my own faith, but I cite 
the Book of Matthew: what you do for the least of my brothers 
and sisters, you also do for me. And I cite a quotation from the 
dedication of the federal agency with the same name as ours, 
by Hubert Humphrey: “The ultimate moral test of any govern-
ment is the way it treats those in the dawn of life… those in the 
shadows of life… and those in the twilight of life.” Because of our 
staff, our government scores a little better on that test. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
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Michigan Department of Health and Human 
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